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Abstfact: Directional distributions are being used in otmospheric sciences (wind ond

stotm directions), biology (spreod of bocterio, cells in orgonisms) etc. There are situqtions

where the doto is cyclic in noture ond so distribution on a circle is a better model. The two-

porometer Longevin distribution has been widety used for anolyzing directional doto. We

address the problem of estimating the meon direction in its Cortesion and ongulor forms.

The equivoriant point estimation is introduced under different tronsformation groups. The

moximum liketihood estimotor (MLE) is shown to sotisfy mony decision theoretic properties

such os odmissibility, minimoxity, the best equivoriance ond risk-unbiosedness under various

loss lunctions. This unilies optimol properties ol the MLE for a Longevin distribution. Next
'we consider some specific estimotors such os M-estimotors (somple meon direction ond

normolized spotiol medion), restticted M-estimotors (moximum likelihood estimotor (MLE),

Wotson estimotor ond Ll-estimotor) ond R-estimators (sphericol medion ond sphericol

Wilcoxon estimotor) for the locotion of a rotationolly symmetric distribution on the unit

hypersphere. We obtoin explicit expressions Ior osymptotic relotive efficiencies ond gross

error sensitivities of vorious estimotors for Longevin and mixture Longevin models. These

ore used to explore the trode-off between robustness and efficiency amongst vorious

estimotors.

ln estimating porometers in Euclideon spoces, the oction spoce is chosen to be the convex

closure of the estimond spoce. We extend this concept to the estimation ol circular

pdrometers of distributions hoving support os o circle, torus or cylinder. The concepts of

convexity, projection etc., ore utilized on monifolds to develop sufficient conditions for
inadmissibitity of estimotors for circular porometers. A complete class theorem for
equivarisnt estimotors under a compoct group of tronsformations is derived. The results ore

shown to be opplicobte to vorious directional disIibutions. These provide improved

estimotors of circulor porometers.
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